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Introduction

In present experimental fusion devices, the online control of plasma discharges is necessary to
achieve certain plasma configurations. For example, the CDH regime at ASDEX Upgrade [1] is
established by feedback control of the radiated power from the plasma and the neutral density in
the divertor. In order to avoid applying a not adequate set of control parameters to unexpected
plasma configurations, the control system has to ’know‘ the actual plasma regime during the
discharge in real time. This knowledge enables the control system to react dynamically to regime
changes enhancing the plasma performance and e.g. reducing the disruption rate.

For this purpose, we developed a regime identification algorithm for the discharge control
system of ASDEX Upgrade [2]. The basic requirement was a high identification rate provided
by a small number of involved plasma parameters which are also online available to the plasma
performance controller [3] This controller has a cycle time of 2.5 ms which is much lower than
the energy confinement time.
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Fig. 1: Flow chart of the regime identification 0190‘
rithm at a given moment during a discharge. Addi~
tionally, the high confinement regimes H and HRH res
quire the heating power erceeding the H mode threshold
power, and the transition from H to HRL is forbidden
(see text).

identification algorithm for the dis-
charge control system at ASDEX Up~
grade for a given moment during a dis-
charge. Apart from the OH regime
for that the additional heating power
Padcl equals zero, the regimes are di-
vided in low and high confinement
regimes with low radiative (L and H
regime) and high radiation (HRL and
HRH regime) levels, distinguished by
the radiated power Prad provided by
10 bolometer channels being below or
above 68% of the total heating power

Pheat'

In the following we describe the
regime identification algorithm for the
different radiative regimes. The dif-
ferent threshold values and weight pa
rameters (see below) were optimized
to match empirically identified plasma
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regimes for more than 1200 stationary plasma ConfiguratioLs With the given values more than
95% of these regimes are recognized correctly offline. The hitting rate is slightly lower online
due to small deviations of the online signals from their respective offline values.

For low radiative conditions, low and high confinement regimes are distinguished by using two
plasma parameters: the internal inductivity I, of the plasma and the energy confinement time
1; = l‘l"/'Pheat, W being the stored energy, provided by magnetic data. H regime is established
if the ratio of TE to the 1989 JET, DlllD H mode scaling law, rEJET'DHm, exceeds a. value of
0.7. (T‘gJET' mm, ——016 M” [p103 Pheat ‘0 484[4], M being the (mean) mass of the plasma ions
in amu, IF, the plasma current in MA and Phleat given in MW, respectively.) However, with a
few exceptions, this is a necessary, but no sufficient condition for the H regime.

A necessary and sufficient condition for H regime is provided by the internal inductivity
which characterizes globally the current profile: lower values represent a flatter profile ~ 143,
H regime A, whereas higher values are characteristical for the L regime. However, I, reacts
rather slowly — within about 100 ms -— to regime changes. Figure ‘2 shows the dependence of
the internal inductivity on the value of g at 95% of the poloidal flux radius. 995. for stationary
phases (> 200 ms). As can be seen, the boundary between L and H regime, I, In“, is with a
few exception unambiguous and depends on 1195, as well as on the plasma gas but it seems to be
independent on the kind of injected gas by the neutral beams.

From the signals discussed above we can derive a single function R which ’measures' the
plasma regime in the low radiative scenario:

w. 0‘ 1. flR=< “’na TE )(J) wTE :( TE > , W = ( maimed) . . (1)
TEJET.DIHD li O‘TTEJET,DIIID l li

introducing the weights w,i and wTE ofthe respective parameter in order to reduce the influence
of the ambiguous PE; parameter on R They are chosen In such a way that they equal unity when
the respective parameter equal the L to H boundary value (TI:_ = 0.771;,BT’DHm and 1,: li,L_.Hi
respectively), hence being a measure for the distance to the boundary. The powers 0 and )3 are
optimized empirically by the number of identified stationary regimes (see above), resulting in
o:0(=>w,.E=l)andB:10.

The L ~> H boundary (and vice versa) for low radiative scenarios, v can be expressed as
a combination of the respective boundary values of I, and m/r‘gmnmm

Rb = 0,7/li,L..Hl'Jss) l2)
Hence, an unambiguous condition for H regime is that R is larger than Rb, A second condition
for H regime is that the total heating power exceeds the H regime threshold power Pth including
the L—iH—rL hysteresis.

In spite of the fact that l-l reacts rather slowly to changes of the plasma properties _. typical
time constants are of the order of 100 ms — also the transitions between L and H regime are
described sufficiently well within a few 10 ms due to the influence of TE on the time constants
of R.

As can be seen in the flow chart the high radiative regimes HRL and HRH are obtained if
more than 68% of the input power is radiated by injected impurities like Ne or Ar. The CDH
regime is a special case of the HRH regime, but up to now the regime identification algorithm
does not distinguish the CDH regime with a detached plasma from an attached H regime with
a high radiated power level.

For the detached regime I, also 15 increased with respect to the attached H regime; hence it
cannot be used for identifying the detached HRH regime. However this regime can be identified
by the changes in the plasma radiation profile characteristic for the detachment This radiation
profile can be characterized by a combination ofseveral line integrated radiation power denSitiES
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along certain lined—sights through the plasma measured by bolometer. The resulting parameter
B is given by [1]

v fézldl Ifydl

_ féldl [Elll'll‘

where e. denotes the emission from a. point ldl of the line-of—sight with index i. fsl :11 gives the
radiated power just above the outer divertor plates, [:7 [11 close to the X-point, fa“ d1 from
a region just above the X—point, and fen ill from the equatorial plane, respectively. The first
ratio (#21/#1) in Eq. 3 is a. measure for the radiated power in the divertor with respect to
the main plasma region, being high in the case of detachement. This signal, however, can be
falsified by MARFES which is corrected by the second ratio (#T/#11).

B being larger than a threshold value of 3.5 is an unambiguous condition for the (detached)
HRH regime [1], but only for ELM free plasma conditions. In the case that B is lower than 3.5.
the plasma might be still attached in spite of the high radiation level, and R = F(li,n;) (Eq. 1]
is again a 'good‘ function distinguishing low and high confinement regimes.

A further restriction of the regime identification algorithm is that the H —i HRL transition
is forbidden. The radiation profile in the plasma needs a certain time (some 10 ms) for the
rearrangement if the radiation level is increased during an H regime, so that the combination of
a still low value of B and an increase of li clue to a possible detachment might lead to the wrong
conclusion the plasma being in the HRL regime.

Up to now. the regime identification algorithm can only be used in the fiattop phase of the
plasma current. This is due the influence of current changes on I; which might lead to wrong
regime predictions.

(3)
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Example of a dynamically controlled discharge V

Figure 3 shows a main application of the regime identification algorithm: the avoidance of
disruptions caused by unexpected plasma states. The goal of this discharge was along lasting
CDH regime which is established at about '2 s by neon gas pufiing, as can be seen from the DD
and (3%" signals. However, due to the high set value of Fwd/Plum : 0.78, the neon input flux is
still increased by the control system after the onset of the CDH regime. Because of the resulting

too high impurity concentration, the
1., , ...._ .__ _._..~..-._7._—-.-__—‘ plasma falls back to the HRL regime,L. #3301 eg. indicated by the increase of (-1,

—_ ”I!” r’l \vvvv”\‘\~. 3 Without online regime control, as
2 i it was done earlier, the set of control.

V ling parameters would have not been
adequate and the discharge might be
e.g. driven into a radiation collapse
due to too much Ne pulling. But in
the case of this discharge. the control
system recognizes the falling back to
the HRL regime and closes the Ne valve
by setting the set value of Prad/Pheai
down to 0.5 at the moment the plasma
leaves the high Confinement regime.
Due to the further slow increase of the
Prad/Plzeat set value. the high cohfine-
merit regime is even recovered.
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A regime identification algorithm was
developed and tested successfully for
the discharge control system of .ASDEX
Upgrade. The algorithm distinguishes
high and low confinement regimes in
low and high radiative scenarios by us—

Fig. 3: Example ofa dynamically controlled discharge ing only a small number of online avail-
at ASDEX Upgmde. 1p : 1 MA, BT : —1.9 T. New able plasma parameters — about ‘20
[ml beam injection starts at 1.3 second with 7.2 MW. signals including 10 bolometer channels

1.0 ' 'ijs ' "aid-"‘23— I—3:0¥3.5V
Time/(s)

At 2.19 seconds the Ne valve was dynamically switched -—, allowing the control system to react
off by the control system. dynamically to plasma regime changes

within a cycle time of 2.5 ms.
A main application was demonstrated for the first time in a fusion device: an unwanted and

unexpected regime transition was dynamically corrected and the planned regime was recovered
reducing the disruption probability and enhancing the plasma performance. In a next step. more
regimes will be recognized, eg. detached regimes using the CH1 signal from the divertor.
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